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Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance 
 

Resources & Audit Committee Report 

 
 
For the fiscal year ending March 31, 2019, the Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance has 
incurred an operating surplus, with regard to day to day operations, of $2.8 million or 
2.0% of its $143 million operating budget.  The operating surplus is primarily a result of 
one-time Ministry of Health & Long-Term Care/South West Local Health Integration 
Network funding for all four sites. 
 
In 2018/2019, the Alliance invested approximately $10.5 million in equipment and 
building related projects which allows the Alliance to continue to provide quality services 
in appropriate facilities. These projects include energy conservation initiatives, the 
Tradition Mutual Centre for Wellness expansion, as well as critical equipment such as 
patient bed replacements. Over $3.4 million in funding from the local hospitals 
foundations was received through their hard work and commitment to assist with capital 
expenditures.   
 
In looking forward to the 2019/2020 fiscal year, the Alliance’s plans include a projected 
surplus operating position of $1.5 million and approximately $11.5 million in capital 
investment for facilities and equipment.  This investment is required to refresh critical 
patient care equipment and ensure facilities meet the ongoing needs of serving our 
patients.  Once again the Alliance will look to the hospitals’ foundations and their 
exceptional work in raising the funds necessary to assist in capital purchases. 
 
In closing, I wish to express my appreciation to the Resources & Audit Committee, and 
Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance’s healthcare team: Board, Local Advisory Committees; 
Foundations; Auxiliaries; Medical staff, Health Care Professionals and administration for 
their ongoing commitment to providing healthcare services to the communities which the 
Alliance serves. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Jack Alblas, Chair 
Resources & Audit Committee 



 
_______________________________________   ____________________________________________  
PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER   VICE PRESIDENT & CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER  

HURON PERTH HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE Financial Information:   
Management Discussion and Analysis 

 
 
 
Background 
The Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance (HPHA) entered 
into an amended one-year Hospital Service 
Accountability Agreement (H-SAA) with the 
Southwest Local Health Integration Network 
(SWLHIN) in April 2018, which identifies the funding 
available to the Alliance in return for providing specific 
service volumes and meeting specific performance 
targets for the fiscal year.  
 
The Alliance’s combined 2018/19 year-end operating 
surplus as measured by the Ministry of Health 
(excludes building depreciation and amortization of 
grants related to building) of revenues over expenses 
for day to day operations totalled $2.8 million or 2.0% 
of the Alliance’s overall $143 million operating budget.  
 
 
Financial Overview 2017/2018 
The Alliance ended the year with an operating surplus 
of $2.8 million and $5.8 million in cash with an 
adjusted current ratio of 0.86 
 
The Alliance invested into both equipment and 
facilities to ensure effective healthcare space is 
maintained and modern efficient equipment is 
available for patient care. Overall capital expenditures 
totalled $10.5 million, consisting of $4.4 million in 
equipment and $6.2 million in facilities. A substantial 
portion of these expenditures were funded by the 
hard work of local foundations and auxiliaries.   
 
HPHA’s implemented year one of its Commitments to 
our Communities strategic plan consisting of a 
number of initiatives to further move the Alliance 
towards fulfilling its mission statement and vision. 
Financially, the goal of achieving a $1.5 million 
surplus was surpassed with the $2.8 million ministry 
surplus.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Fiscal H-SAA Indicator Performance 
The Alliance tracks several key performance 
indicators related to both our H-SAA and internally 
identified indicators.  
The HPHA financial standards identified in our  
performance indicators for 2018/19: 
 2.0 % operating margin exceeded the 0.0% 

H-SAA target  
 0.86 adjusted current ratio exceeded the  

H-SAA standard 
 
 
2019/20 Fiscal Year 
The Alliance substantially improved its working capital 
position in 2018/19 and will continue to focus efforts 
on additional improving in 2019/20 and onwards while 
at the same time, attempting to improve access to 
specific services such as hip and knee surgeries, and 
invest where needed in capital equipment and facility 
needs.   Operationally, the Alliance will continue to 
focus on creating operating surpluses of 
approximately $1.5 million meet capital requirements, 
and to slowly grow working capital. 
 
New funding was released in the 2019/20 fiscal year 
which has increased funding for all hospitals by 
slightly less than 1%.   Additionally, in the 2019/20 
funding announcement was the introduction to HPHA 
of bundled care for hips & knees as well as stroke.  
Funding has been given to HPHA as the “paymaster” 
for community agencies supporting these two 
programs. The exact details of how this approach will 
be operationalized will need to be reviewed and then 
implemented as the year progresses. 
 
Operating pressures continue under salaries and 
wages with outstanding pay equity programs being 
negotiated centrally with their impact being difficult to 
estimate at this juncture. Regardless it is expected 
that these, once settled will put additional pressure on 
HPHA operations and the achievement of a $1.5 
million operating plan. 
 



HURON PERTH HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE 
 
Management’s Report 
 
The accompanying Financial Statements of Clinton Public Hospital, Seaforth Community 
Hospital, St. Marys Memorial Hospital, Stratford General Hospital, and the combined 
Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance have been prepared by management, and approved by 
the Board of Directors at their meeting of June 6, 2019. 
 
Management works with the Board of Directors to carry out its responsibility for the 
financial statements principally through the Resources & Audit Committee.  Voting 
membership of this committee is comprised of outside volunteers.  The Resources & 
Audit Committee meets with management, and the external auditors to review any 
significant accounting matters, and discuss the results of audit examinations.  The 
Committee also reviews the financial statements and the auditor’s reports and submits 
its findings to the Board of Directors for their consideration in approving the financial 
statements. 
 
The Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance maintains a system of internal accounting controls 
that is continually reviewed and improved to provide assurance the financial information 
is relevant and reliable, and that assets are properly accounted for and safeguarded. 
 
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian generally 
accepted accounting standards and public sector accounting standards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Andrew Williams, BSc.(Hon), MHSA,CHE  Ken Haworth, MBA CPA, CMA 
President & Chief Executive Officer    Vice President and Chief Financial Executive 







































































































































































































 

 

Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance 
 

Nominating Committee Report 

 
 
The Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance Board of Directors received and approved the following 
recommendations from the Governance & Stakeholder Relations Committee at their June 6th, 
2019 meeting. 
 
For three-year term appointments: 

• Reappointment of Ron Lavoie from the catchment area served by the Seaforth 
Community Hospital  
 

For two-year term appointments: 
• Appointment of Dick Burgess as a representative from the catchment area served by the 

Clinton Public Hospital 
• Appointment of Gary Austin as a Regional Representative of the primary catchment area 

served by the Stratford General Hospital  
• Reappointment of Kim Ross Jones from the catchment area served by the St. Marys 

Memorial Hospital  
• Reappointment of John Wolfe from the City of Stratford  

 
This slate filled the vacancies and these candidates are acclaimed as Directors of the Alliance 
as of the end of the Annual General Meeting. 



AUXILIARY & 

VOLUNTEER REPORTS 
2018/2019 



 

Clinton Public Hospital 
Auxiliary Report 

2018/2019 
 

 
 
The CPH Auxiliary between April 1, 2018-March 31st, 2019 had 10 regular meetings with an 
average of 30 in attendance. 
 
During this fiscal year we have a total of 9,000 hours although we had no clinics for 7 weeks as 
the elevator was being replaced in the summer and then the proverbial ceiling fell in so there 
have been no clinics since December 2018. 
 
This past fiscal year we have donated $18,000. to purchase needed equipment for our hospital. 
 
Throughout the year we have had a number of events 

• April we had different coffee morning to raise funds for the Huron Alzheimer’s 
Association 50/50 tickets readied  

• May saw Tag Day 
• June started with Hot Dog Days and ended with us helping the foundation with there 

Gala and silent auction. 
• July was used for patient visiting. 
• August we continue preparing for the Penny Sale. 
• September for two weeks we held our 64th Penny sale 
• October planning began for our Gift of light and 50/50 tickets we’re given and selling 

began 
• November Our Gift of Light Night where the tree was lit and the 50/50 ticket drawn 
• December was our Christmas and Silent auction & bake sale 
• January saw changes to a number of our committees,  
• February we discussed how to brighten up our Gift Shop 
• March Irish Stew Luncheon which again was again 

 
We also have dedicated ladies that do so many items behind the scenes doing quilting knitting 
etc. 
 
This Fall we sent to Ladies to the last Hospital Auxiliaries Association of Ontario (HAAO) 
conference Peggy Menzies who was at one time the Canadian President and Marg Makin who 
had been our president both Ladies had a combined 102 years as a volunteer. 
 
The executive went to St Mary’s for a meeting to determine with the demise of the HAAO, if a 
South Central Organization will be formed, -more to come. 
 
We also lost two members who contributed so much to our organization Olga Davies and our 
past president Dianne Stevenson. 
 
Submitted by Marsha Taylor, CPH Auxiliary President 
 



 

 

St. Marys Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary & Volunteer Report 

2018/2019 

 
 
What a great year the Auxiliary had. We had many successful fundraising events 
in addition to our sales at the Boutique. We have found what works and what does 
not work for our Auxiliary as far as fundraising events. The Auxiliary had two very 
successful bake sales, one in the spring and one in the fall. Once again this year 
the Thames Valley Retirement Village let us use their recreation centre for this 
event. We also had Sip and Shops, again one in the spring and one in the fall. 
These Sip and Shops were held at Judy Rankin's home and Gayle Beattie's home. 
The Sip and Shops are how we introduce our new seasonal fashion line to the public. 
(spring/summer and fall/winter) Our Bingo's continued to increase in attendance 
and popularity. The Boutique and the fundraising proceeds all go directly back 
into the St. Marys Memorial Hospital. We continue to receive cash for tapes 
(grocery receipts) at McDonalds Independent Grocer as well as receiving money 
for the Art Sales in the hospital lobby area. Something new we tried this year was 
our Christmas home tours.  We were very happy with the turn out for this 
fundraiser, being it was our first home tour. 
 
Again this year we had our annual bursary to a student entering a medical related 
field. This is a one-time $500.00 payout to a DCVI student in June. This year it went 
to Jessica VanStrien. 
 
This year the Auxiliary was able to make multiple purchases to the hospital.   Items 
purchased were the CADD Legacy PCA ($4495), two Stairbase Stools EM ($484.69), 
Ring Cutter ($1266.83), lpad ($492.09), Bed Air  Mattress ( $7880) and a Welch  Allyn  
Vitals  Monitor  Plus Device Unit with mobile stand ( $2269.20).   Our total purchases 
this year for the hospital were $16,887.81. 
 
This past year we have had 4 new members join the Auxiliary. 
 
Submitted by Cathie Szmon, SMMH Auxiliary President 
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St. Marys Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
Annual Financial Statement 

April 1, 2018 – March 31, 2019 
General Account 

 
Bank Balance as of April1,1 2018                                         $ 1,203.27   
 
Receipts: 
               Membership Dues    $      70.00 
               Bake Sales     $    656.00 
               Transfer to Lottery Account   $    240.00 
               Home Tour     $ 4,000.00 
               Art Sales     $    521.25 
               McDonalds Food Receipts   $    345.00 
               In Memorium donated funds  $    186.75 
               Donations Received   $      58.47  
               Bank Interest    $        0.49 
Total Receipts                                                                      $ 6,077.96    
 
Disbursements 
               SMMH Capital Equipment donations $ 1,850.91  
               Advertising (bake Sales)   $ 123.15 
               Home Tour Expenses   $ 656.86 
               South Central Conference   $ 360.00 
               Training Expenses    $       .00      
               SMMH Annual Cable Fee(for TVs)  $        00  
               Bursaries     $ 500.00 
               Office Supplies    $   85.87  
               Bank Fees     $   75.05 
Total Disbursements                                                    $ 3,651.84 
 
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2019     $ 3,629.39   
Less Cheque Seaforth Spring Conference         $    200.00 
Book Balance as of March 31, 2019      $ 3,429.39 
 
 
Treasurer         Larry Beattie 
 
Reviewed this May 14th 2019 by Cathie Szmon 
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St. Marys Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
Annual Financial Statement 

April 1, 2018 – March 31, 2019 
Gift / Boutique Shop 

 
 
Bank Balance as of April1, 2018                                      $   3,898.86 
 
Revenues  
             Gift Shop Sales                       $ 16,139.25 
             Heritage Day Sales       $      786.85 
             Sip & Shops Apr & Oct   $   3,548.66  
             Bake Sales      $      681.25 
             House Tour Christmas   $      963.39 
             Gift Certificate Sales    $        50.00  
             Bingo      $      311.35 
             McDonalds Save a Tape Program  $      215.00  
             Kingsway Trunk Sales    $      172.00   
 

Total Revenues       $ 22,867.75     
 
Disbursements                 
             Bank Charges     $         7.97 
             Refunds for Merchandise   $       62.00 
             Shop Supplies     $     204.70  
             Travel to Gift Shows     $     161.63 
             Postage      $       31.65 
             Advertising      $     419.09 
             SMMH Capital Equipment Donations  $  2,269.20  
             SMMH Capital Equipment Donations $  7,880.00 
             Purchase of merchandise for Shop  $  8,993.06     
    Total Disbursements                                                         $ 20,029.30          
                
Bank Balance as of March 31 2019      $   6,737.31 
 
 
Book Balance as of March 31, 2019     $  6,737.31  
 
 
Gift Shop Treasurer         Joyce Mulholland  
 
Reviewed May 14, 2019 by President Cathie Szmon 
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St. Marys Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
Annual Financial Statement 

April 1, 2018 – March 31, 2019 
Lottery Account 

 
 
Bank Balance as of April1,1 2018                                        $ 1,547.67 
 
Receipts: 
               50/50 Draw                     $    770.00 
               Bingo deposits                    $ 9,961.50   
               Donation deposited wrong account  $    128.47              
       Total Receipts                                                                $ 10,859.97 
                
Disbursements     
               Bank Fees                                            $     38.31 
               Bingo Float                                           $ 3,753.47 
               Bingo Machine Rental                          $      75.00 
               Advertising                                           $    316.40 
               Town Lottery Fees                                $   540.00 
               Fifty/Fifty Fee                                      $     152.60 
               S.M.M.H. Foundation 50/50 Draw        $    617.40   
               Bingo Hall Rental                                  $    437.78                                
               Bingo Supplies                                      $    277.97 
               SMMH Capital Equipment Donation     $ 4,888.00 
          Total Disbursements                              $ 11,096.63  
 
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2019        $   1,310.71 
Less 
OS Cheque Bingo Supplies Bingo Pro    $      462.54   
  
Book Balance as of March 31, 2019     $      848.17 
 
 
Treasurer         Larry Beattie 
 
Reviewed this May 14th 2019 by Cathie Szmon 
 
 
 



 

Seaforth Community Hospital  
Auxiliary Report 

2018/2019 

 
 
Members of the Seaforth Community Hospital (SCH) Auxiliary attended 8 general meetings for 
the year 2018. The various committees including the executive, special projects & fund raising 
met more often. The Auxiliary consists of 7 HAAO Provincial Life members, 4 HAAO Local Life 
members, & 18 Active members for a total of 29 Auxilians. Four of our valued members died 
this year – Marjorie Rock in March 2018 & Betty Hulley in November 2018, Ariel Wood in 
January 2019 & Bev Boyd in February 2019 – they will be greatly missed. 
 
Eleven members attended the Hospital Auxiliaries Association of Ontario (HAAO) South Central 
Spring Conference hosted by the South Huron Hospital Auxiliary on April 30, 2018. Three 
Auxilians attended the HAAO South Central Region Presidents’ Day held in Seaforth on 
September 10, 2018. HAAO terminated the organization on January 1, 2019 which means that 
the Hospital Auxiliaries in Ontario are no longer under the Ontario Hospital Assocaition 
umbrella. The Auxiliaries in the former South Central Region voted to remain united & meet on a 
yearly basis as well as continue with the annual Spring Conferences. 
 
Our various fund raising projects for 2018 included: 31 Day Fundraiser, Bakeless Bake Sale, 
Bake Sale, 50/50 Autumn Draw, Tree of Lights Celebration & the Gift Shop. As of December 31, 
2018 the General Bank Account was $7,440 & the Gift Shop Bank Account was $3,554. 
 
Two Bursaries of $500 each were presented to Emily Penner & Mattie McGregor at Central 
Huron Secondary School Commencement on October 5, 2018. Emily is enrolled in a 4 year 
Nursing Program at Trent University & Mattie McGregor is enrolled in a 4-year Neuroscience 
Program at Carlton University. 
 
A donation of $5,000 was given to the SCH Board of Directors during the annual Radiothon held 
at Maplewood Manor on October 20, 2018.  
 
A donation of $1590 in the form of four weighted wipeable blankets (6 lb, 11 lb, 12 lb, & 16 lb) 
plus 3 cotton removable covers and one cuddly removable cover for these blankets were 
purchased for the Seaforth Community Hospital patients in December 2018. 
 
An Auxillian carried and placed a wreath on the cenotaph in the November 11th Remembrance 
Day Parade & Ceremony.  
 
Tray Favours for special occasions throughout the year were lovingly created & given to each 
hospital patient. 
 
NOTE: The Gift Shop door remains too narrow to accommodate extra wide wheelchairs as per 
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) recommendations that all public 
buildings be accessible to all people. 
 
Submitted by Margaret Marian Lee, Seaforth Community Hospital Auxiliary Co-Director 



 

Annual Report  
2018/2019 

 
 
Time is precious, and during 2017/2018, the Volunteers of Stratford General Hospital continued 
to devote many hours of their time to the volunteer program with great talent, care and 
dedication. 
 
The locations where we give of our time include:  
Cancer Clinic, Chemo Therapy Clinic, Coffee Shop, Concierge, Diabetes Clinic, Emergency 
Department, Gift Shop, HELPP Lottery, ICU, Information Desk, Maternal Child Unit, Medical 
Imagining, Medicine/Continuing Care Unit, Mental Health, Orthopedic Clinic, Patient 
Registration, Pre-Admit Clinic, Special Events, Stroke/Telemetry, Surgical Services, Surgical 
Ambulatory Clinic, Surgical Unit and the Volunteer of SGH Council.  
 
In total, we have 249 active volunteers. 
This volunteer commitment at the Stratford site translates into 26,351 volunteer trackable hours 
(an increase of 7% from last year) but there are countless occasions where off-site planning and 
preparation time is not tracked, so the actual number of hours is much more. 
 
Patient Experience Commitment: 
Volunteers spend countless hours doing home projects such as knitting blankets and sewing 
comfort pillows and baby quilts.  All these items are happily given to patients to help brighten 
their day or donated to the Gift Shop for retail fundraising efforts. Much time and effort is put in 
to the various gift baskets that are prepared throughout the year for occasions such as Easter 
and Mother’s Day, Thanksgiving and the First Baby of the New Year. 
 
Something to think about, in terms of dollar value, if we were to pay our volunteers $25.00 per 
hour, these hours would convert into a contribution of $658,775!  Amazing! 
 
Educational opportunities geared toward the volunteers, continue to be successful. This past 
year we offered several opportunities to be trained in mealtime assistance with our Speech and 
Language Pathologist. We also had an educational event aimed to inform our volunteers about 
the risk and warning signs of a Stroke from our very own Integrated Stroke Program at the 
HPHA. 
 
New initiatives:  
Refreshed Mental Health Unit Volunteer Program. 
Well trained and supported volunteers participate in social 
activities with our mental health patients supporting them 
and hoping to make their stay with us enjoyable. 
 
Maternal Child Support Volunteer Program is in its 
beginning phase of accessing and planning for hour our 
volunteers can support our youngest patients.  
 
 
  

Mental Health Unit Volunteer Program 
Christina Sebben, Manager of Inpatient Mental Health 

Denise Nonomura, Volunteer 
Cheryl Hunt, Corporate Lead Volunteer Services 
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Our Fundraising Commitment: 
As volunteers, our main commitment is to ensure our patient’s stay or visit with us is as pleasant 
and as stress free as it can be.  Fundraising for much needed state of the art hospital equipment 
is a passion of the volunteers. 

During the month of March 2019, the VSGH contributed $81,500 for the purchase of Lab 
Equipment.  
 
Combined with our earlier contribution of $85, 000.00 to complete out CT 
Commitment, our total 2018/19 fiscal donation for new hospital equipment was 
$166, 500. 

 
We are currently working on our new commitment to raise $150,000 for hospital beds. 
This will be a matching gift campaign in partnership with the SGH Foundation whereby 
our community will match our volunteer’s dollars bringing us to a total of $300,000. This 
campaign will be launched in the fall. 

 
Our total fundraising for fiscal 2018/19 was $77,399.00, $5,732 greater than our previous year. 
 
A breakdown of the fundraising revenue is as follows: 
Shops program:   $ 39,384  
Annual Valentine’s Day Raffle  $  5,226  
Helpp Lottery    $10,478 
Country BINGO   $  3,922 
Christmas Baskets   $  2,214 
Rheo Thompson   $  1,739 
Vendor Program   $     540 
Special Occasion Gift Baskets $     310 
Bids for Benefits   $   1,304 
Book Sale    $  3,297 
Coin Canisters   $     840 
Donations    $  1,898 
Celebrate Your Age   $  2,163 
Iron Annie Book Sale   $     780 
Orr Book Sale    $     280 
Strawberry Sale   $  2,209 
Student Award      ($500) 
Total Revenue   $77,399 
   
 
The Volunteers of SGH are extremely pleased each year to award 
deserving recipients a Student Ward of $500.  Applicants are to be 
enrolled in post-secondary education in the health care sector. This year 
the Bursary was presented to:  Sydney Timmermans one of our 
volunteers in our Emergency Department. 
 
A special thank you to Stratford General Hospital Foundation for 
their continued support, guidance and commitment to our volunteer 
team. Our partnership is invaluable and our volunteers are grateful to you for all you do.  
 
Respectfully submitted,   
Cheryl Elgie, Chair 
Volunteers of SGH    

Group Photo: Left – Right 
Joan Maloney, VSGH Co-Chair 
Sydney Timmermans, Winner 
Cheryl Elgie, VSGH Co-Chair 

Gift Shop Volunteer; 
Joyce Dietz 



FOUNDATION 
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2018/2019 
 



  

 

Clinton Public Hospital Foundation 
98 Shipley Street 
Clinton, ON N0M 1L0 
Phone: 519-482-3440 Ext. 6297 
Fax: 519-482-8762 
Email: cph.foundation@hpha.ca 
www.cphfoundation.ca 

 
 

 

Clinton Public Hospital Foundation Annual Report 
2018-2019 

 

The Clinton Public Hospital Foundation is pleased to report that we’ve had another 

successful year, which has been made possible with the generous support of our 

wonderful community and the commitment of our volunteers. 

 

Our biennial Gala was held on Saturday, June 9th, with this year’s theme being the 

“Vintage Circus”.  We wish to extend our gratitude to each sponsor, donor and volunteer 

for making the event such a success.  The event consisted of a cocktail hour, dinner, 

live and silent auctions, and live entertainment.  This year’s Gala event raised more 

than $149,900 and we would like to thank our generous community for making this 

possible.  The funds raised from this year’s Gala were used towards the purchase of a 

new Digital X-Ray Unit for the Medical Imaging Department.  The event was a great 

success and we hope that all in attendance thoroughly enjoyed themselves. 

 

As in past years, the Foundation took part in the annual CKNX Health Care Heroes 

Radiothon, which was held in Wingham on Saturday, October 20, 2018.  Our 

fundraising goal for the event was to raise $40,000 towards the purchase of Sterilization 

Equipment for the Operating Room.  We received generous donations and raised 

$24,516.75 from this event.  These funds, along with an additional $23,423.25 from 

other donations received throughout the fiscal year have been transferred to HPHA to 

cover the full cost of the purchase of this equipment at $47,940.00.  In conjunction with 

the Radiothon, the Clinton & District Kinsmen once again hosted their annual breakfast 

http://www.cphfoundation.ca/
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on Saturday, October 13, at the Central Huron Community Complex.  We had a record 

number for served and the breakfast was great.  The time, talent and dedication of the 

Clinton & District Kinsmen are greatly appreciated and they were able to raise close to 

$2000 from this year’s breakfast.  We have participated in the CKNX Health Care 

Heroes Radiothon since its inception in 2002 and throughout those years we have 

received donations for an accumulated total of $505,377.75. 

 

In December each year, we launch our annual Christmas Campaign.  We send out a 

general letter giving thanks to our supportive community and wishing them well 

throughout the holiday season.  We are thankful that the students at St. Anne’s Catholic 

Secondary School were able to volunteer time this year to assist us with the campaign 

by stuffing the envelopes for us.  It takes approximately 90 hours to stuff and sort the 

mailing, so it is very helpful to have the students’ assistance with this.  The letters, along 

with donation forms, were mailed out to our local community and as in past years, we 

received many generous donations throughout the holiday season.  This year the 

campaign was very successful and raised a net profit of $28,940.34.   

 

Throughout the 2018-2019 fiscal-year, we also received two bequests and many 

memorial donations.  We are so grateful to those who plan ahead to make give a 

financial gift to the Clinton Public Hospital Foundation upon their passing and also to the 

families who name the Foundation as the charity to receive donations in memory of their 

loved one.   

 

The Auxiliary to the Clinton Public Hospital were generous in transferring $15,000 to the 

Foundation in 2018-2019 to be used for the purchase of several pieces of specified 

equipment for our hospital.  We are truly grateful to have the dedication and support of 

our Auxiliary. 

 

In addition to our fundraising efforts, the Clinton Public Hospital Foundation Board of 

Directors and Staff have continued to share the Foundation’s various activities on our 

website and on social media.  The Foundation also continues to move forward with 
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enhancing their public communication and social networking presence.  Darlene 

McCowan continues to learn and develop in her position as Foundation Coordinator.   

She has shown great initiative and dedication in her position with the Foundation over 

the past year.  The Foundation board of directors continues to support her throughout 

the growth of the Coordinator role. 

 

With the financial support of our donors, we were able to transfer a total of $466,876.66 

in the 2018-2019 fiscal year, which is the most transferred to our hospital in a single 

fiscal-year in at least two decades.  This transfer of funds supported the following 

projects and equipment purchases: 

 Digital X-Ray Unit 

 Sterilization Equipment for Operating Room   

 Physician Recruitment 

 Two Medical Mart Monitors (Auxiliary Funded) 

 Performance Health Rehab Trainer (Auxiliary Funded) 

 Trauma Stretcher (Auxiliary Funded) 

 5 Medline Wheelchairs (Auxiliary Funded) 

 Bariatric Medline Wheelchair (Auxiliary Funded) 

 Nursing Education (RBC Nursing Strategy Grant) 

 Sit/Stand Lift (Royal Canadian Legion Grant) 

 PATH Project 

 

In 2018-2019, the Foundation recorded a total of 920 volunteer hours, which included 

697 hours in director roles and 223 volunteer community hours.  Volunteer hours 

accounted for 43% of the hours contributed to the Foundation, with the other 57% in 

staffing hours.  Volunteers are an enormous asset to the Foundation, for which we can 

attribute much of our fundraising success, alongside the generous support of our 

financial donors.  
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We truly are honoured to be a part of such a caring and generous community.  We wish 

to extend our appreciation to each individual, business and service group who has 

contributed to making a difference at the Clinton Public Hospital!   

 

Kindest Regards, 

 
Darren Stevenson 

Chair 

Clinton Public Hospital Foundation 
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Clinton Public Hospital Foundation 
Board of Directors 

2018-2019 
 

Darren Stevenson, Chair 

Una Roy, Vice-Chair 

Steve Brown, Treasurer 

Sandra Campbell, Director 

Bob Clark, Director 

Linda Dunford, Director 

Jane Groves, Director 

Fred Lobb, Director 

Jane Muegge, Director 

Anne Newington, Director 

Sibyl Tebbutt, Director 



 

  

Annual Report       2018/2019 
 
I am pleased to present the Chair’s Report for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2019.  I am 
honoured to have completed the 2nd year as Board Chair and have been a board member for 
6 years. 
 
Being a Board Member with our St. Marys Healthcare Foundation continues to gives me personal 
fulfillment.  The realization of how our community supports local healthcare has only reinforced 
my commitment to the foundation, and all that it stands for. As well as the many committed 
volunteer board members reinforce this.  
 
We are truly fortunate to have such an incredibly supportive and passionate community. 
We couldn’t do it without all of your support. Thank you, thank you! 
 
Highlights of this past year include: 
 

● Assuming responsibility for The River Road Run which supports free public swims and 
skates at The Pyramid Centre 

● Developing a strategic plan which outlined our priorities for the next 3 years  
○ Supporting the needs of the St. Marys Memorial Hospital 
○ Expanding primary care at The Tradition Mutual Centre for wellness 
○ Raising awareness of opportunities for local healthcare 
○ Establishing quality end of  life care for St. Marys and Area 
○ Bringing resources to our community for mental healthcare 

● We also changed our name to The St. Marys Healthcare Foundation to better reflect all 
the initiatives we support 

 
Disbursements for this fiscal year totalled: $ 2,433,018 - $2 Million for the expansion of the Tradition 
Mutual Centre for Wellness. 
 
These transfers of funds went to Hospital equipment, Tradition Mutual Centre for Wellness 
Expansion fees, Physician retention & recruitment, as well as honouring our Objects to support 
external initiatives for a healthy, active community. (ie. Mobility Bus) 
(See Financial Report for further details) 
 
Our Investment portfolio has done relatively well given the market status. 
Our closing balance as of March 31, 2019 was as follows: 

● Short-term Investments - $180,946 
● Long-Term Investments - $2,387,227 
● Cash and Equivalents - $1,520,981 
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I would like to thank Andrew Williams, Mary Cardinal , Francesco Sabatini, , and Trina Cooper, 
and all the HPHA staff for the support and encouragement as we continue to transform as The 
St. Marys Healthcare Foundation. 
 
My heartfelt gratitude to our volunteer Board of Directors, who have worked tirelessly at 
fundraising, executing incredible events and supporting our restructuring process.   
 
Our Executive Director, Krista Linklater, has done a fabulous job providing the Board with support 
and direction, as well reaching out to the community with genuine commitment and caring. She 
continues to be our life line! 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Pat Craigmile, Board Chair 
St. Marys Memorial Hospital Foundation Board 
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Pat Craigmile, Chair 

Ken McCutcheon, Vice Chair 

John McIntosh, Past Chair 

Larry Beattie 

Dr. Bob Davis 

Jo-Anne Lounds 

Andrea Macko 

Mike Richardson 

 
 
  

 



 

 
Seaforth Community Hospital Foundation 

Annual Report ~ 2018 - 2019 
 

 
 
Since incorporation in 1994 the Seaforth Community Hospital Foundation has invested over 
$1.5 million dollars in support of crucial medical equipment, redevelopment and new technology 
NOT adequately covered by Government funding for the Seaforth Community Hospital site of 
the Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance (HPHA). 
 
This year a cheque was presented to the 
Seaforth Community Hospital site of HPHA,  
in the amount of $262,188.42. These funds 
supported the purchase of a transport 
ventilator. It also supported the purchase of 
fourteen patient beds, over bed tables and 
bedside cabinets. The Foundation also 
supported year one of         implementation 
for the HPHA PATH Project and the 
recruitment of Dr. Megan Nolan to the Huron 
Community Family Health Team. 
 
The Seaforth Community Hospital Foundation is also happy to announce that in September 
2018; Jason Baird was appointed a new member of the SCH Foundation Board of Directors.  
 
This year’s fundraising success is a testimonial to the ongoing support received from the 
community, for our local hospital. The Seaforth Community Hospital is a place where people 
know and trust their caregivers to provide quality care, close to home. 
 
Our fundraising initiatives operated throughout the year, highlighting the critical needs: 

- 16th Annual CKNX Health Care Heroes Radiothon 
- Summer Campaign Appeal Letter and Annual Newsletter 
- Christmas/Winter Campaign Appeal Letter  

 
Throughout the year the Foundation received regular reports, including audited financial 
statements, from Sheila Morton, the Seaforth Community Hospital Trust Chair. The Seaforth 
Community Hospital and Foundation boards established the Hospital Trust in June 2003, to 
ensure local control of property and support the Seaforth Community Hospital. The Hospital 
Trustees manage the Health Centre and lands in accordance with the written objects of the 
Trust and to that end work cooperatively with other community healthcare organizations. 
 
In 2018, the Hospital Trust continued to work with Huron East and JL Retirement Living on the 
land development west of the Hospital. Construction is underway to complete a secondary road 
access to the Seaforth Community Hospital. 
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With this Annual Report we are pleased to communicate how the community’s financial 
investment has helped support the identified critical needs of the HPHA - Seaforth Community 
Hospital to provide healthcare “close to home.”  
 
Working together with the HPHA Management Team our 
volunteer Foundation Board of Directors continues to 
provide tremendous community leadership and 
governance. 
  
If we all give a little… we all get a lot!  
 
 
Dick Burgess, SCH Foundation Chairman    
  
Bill Scott, SCH Foundation Vice Chairman 

 
 
 
 

Seaforth Community Hospital Foundation 
Board of Directors 

2018/2019 
 

Dick Burgess, Chairman 
Bill Scott, Vice-Chairman 

Andrew Williams, Secretary-Treasurer 
Ron Lavoie 

Sheila Morton 
Kerri Ann O’Rourke 

Sherry McCall 
Wendy Hutton 
Greg O’Reilly 
Jason Baird 



When it comes to ensuring our hospital has the tools,
technology and facilities to keep us on the leading edge of
healthcare…it’s In Our Hands. When it comes to providing our
patients, families and caregivers with a positive experience in a
constantly changing healthcare environment…that too, is In Our
Hands. And when it comes to attracting and retaining the very best
health care practitioners – the physicians, nurses, technicians and
allied health professionals without whom there would be no
healthcare – you guessed it…that’s In Our Hands as well.

“In Our Hands” is the name of our exciting new Campaign
that’s been the primary focus of the Stratford General Hospital
Foundation for the last two years, as we research, plan and prepare
ourselves for what is our largest and most ambitious fundraising
campaign to date. 

To me, the “In Our Hands” tag is very apt. It recognizes the
vital role we all play in its success – not just the Foundation and the
Hospital; not just our Hospital Volunteers, or the people who
dedicate their lives, energies and considerable talents in caring for
our patients… but all of us. 

Well, almost all of us. As you may know, while the province
pays for many aspects of the healthcare system, when it comes to
purchasing new and replacement equipment, even lifesaving
technology that keeps us on the leading edge, we are on our own.
With no government funding,  it truly is in “Our Hands”.

Of course, at the Foundation, our primary focus is on our
donors. We need them, we value them and we appreciate them. We
want them to know they are key players in our healthcare system,
not only helping us deliver quality healthcare through their
generosity, but in shaping that system – enabling it to respond to
changing needs, advances in technology and patient expectations,
all within an environment of limited resources. 

Whether our supporters are service clubs or community
groups, corporations or businesses, generous families or individual
donors, they are all key players on our healthcare team – deserving
of our consultation, our consideration, and as always, our deepest
appreciation for what they bring – willingly – to the table.

Will we be able to continue to meet our fundraising goals?
There are no guarantees. There are many strong organizations and
competition for charitable dollars is real. But the past, as it has been
said, is often the best predictor of the future. And our Foundation,
with the tremendous support of our various donors and
communities, has been very successful, punching well above our
weight. That includes success in major capital campaigns for
Hospital Redevelopment and an MRI, each carried out at a fraction
of the expense of similar hospital campaigns in other locations.

A major part of our success is due to the relationships we build
with donors. We involve them and inspire them, we thank them
and appreciate them, we show them how each and every dollar
impacts real patients and families in every corner of our hospital
every day. And we work with our donors, not only to achieve our
goals, but theirs as well.

And when we combine that kind of donor support with the
talents and dedication of our physicians, nurses and allied health
professionals, it produces a synergy – a team that is greater than the
sum of its parts…success that breeds success; generosity and caring
that inspire others to reach beyond their grasp.

While we can’t wait for the hustle, bustle and excitement of the
Campaign to start, the high profile public portion typically doesn’t
kick off until 50 per cent of goal is reached. And we know the
importance of this quiet phase. 

It’s where many fundraising efforts succeed or fail; where the
important planning,  consultation with donors and other
stakeholders happens,  and where large, pacesetting gifts are
secured. Like an iceberg, 90 per cent of what takes place in a
successful campaign happens below the surface in this quiet phase.
And successful campaigns – and nautical history – have taught us
the importance of focusing more deeply than what’s visible on the
surface. 

Our recent Campaign Feasibility/Planning study consisted of
42 one-on-one consultations, three focus groups with 21
participants as well as an online survey to physicians. The
invaluable feedback we received is helping us craft and refine our
central themes and communications strategies, capitalize on our
strengths and overcome our weaknesses. We’ve also produced a
short campaign video that graphically illustrates the essential role
of donors in modern healthcare.  Without them we have nothing.

We’ve also identified at least two major areas that are high
priorities for our Campaign – priorities that can’t wait. That
includes a major overhaul and move of our Chemotherapy unit,
which offers cancer care close to home for more than 1,400 patients
from Stratford and area each year.  Likewise, our Lab, the hub of a
12 member InterHospital Laboratory Partnership (IHLP) that
stretches from hospitals in Goderich to Fergus, needs new space
which will be addressed through our Campaign. 

It has been a great honour to Chair the Stratford General
Hospital Foundation Board over the past two years. I’ve learned
much about how non-profit organizations can and should work,
and witnessed the tremendous impact donors and other like-
minded individuals can have when they work together.

I would like to thank my fellow Board Members for their time,
talent and commitment. Your guidance and input is vital to our
organization. I would more importantly also like to thank our
Executive Director Andrea Page for her knowledge and dedication
to making this such a successful organization, and to her team, my
thanks for a job well done.

And my biggest thanks as always to our Donors, the lifeblood
of our organization who make our dreams possible and our goals
reachable. Without you, we have nothing. With you, all is possible.
Together, it’s In Our Hands. 

2018/2019 Chair’s Message

its . . . In Our Hands!



n Lasting legacy. Our “Promise of Tomorrow” planned
giving initiative has to date resulted in  $2.1 million in
bequest expectancies through donors who have indicated
that they are leaving specific amounts in their wills or
through life insurance policies ... Ordinary people show
extraordinary generosity by leaving a gift to our hospital
in their wills. A “Promise of Tomorrow” donor
recognition system plan is in the works to enable us to
thank and appreciate donors of legacy commitments
during their lifetime. 

n Our community continues to respond
generously to our Christmas mailing reaching
$413,634.15 with 1,114 donors and an average
gift of $369.03. The appeal was focused on the
final payment for the CT Scanner and raising
funds that have an impact. Thanks to donors our
$1.1 million CT Scanner is “PAID IN FULL”. 

n Over the last number of years the Foundation has
disbursed over $19.6 million to the redevelopment
project which helped built the North Wing, renovated
ICU/Telemetry, Mat Child and Mental Health and
purchased essential technology like PACS. The final few
pledge payments to Heart & Soul are almost completed
as the Redevelopment project including the North wing
are closing in on their first decade of operation. It is only
through donor generosity and continued support
through pledge payments that all these improvements to
patient care have been possible. 

n Dollars are coming in for our Spring mailing
which will have an impact on both our expecting
moms and their babies. New fetal monitors are
like an early warning system ensuring there are
no complications undetected during the birthing
process – safe guarding our next generation.

n This year’s gift from generous donor dollars from the
Foundation to the hospital totalled $788, 227 helping to
bring in new equipment and pay the final payment on
our state of the art CT scanner. 

n A salute to the Volunteers of Stratford General
Hospital for their $1 million pledge over 10 years
towards our “In Our Hands” capital campaign,
which is in its quiet phase.  A total of $150,000 of
this pledge is towards the $1.1 million CT Scanner.
Volunteers present a total of $166,500 towards
the CT Scanner and the game-changing  Malditof
and fleet of specialized lab equipment. 



We Can Never Say Thank You Enough to Our Donors
2018/2019

EQUIPMENT PURCHASES
The Stratford General Hospital Foundation

disbursed $788,227.26 to the hospital. 
The items sponsored through our donors’

generosity include:

n   Vital Signs Monitor Acute Stroke $2,120
n   2 – Sleeper Chairs Integrated Stroke Unit $5,664
n   Ultra Low Temperature Upright Freezer

Laboratory $19,358
n   24 – Carescape Patient Cardiac Monitors Maternal

Child $196,199 
n   2 – Vital Signs Monitors Medicine $4,240
n   3 – Holter Recorders Holter $4,933
n   Transducer Intensive Care Unit $6,589
n   Imaging Suite (20% First Payment) Medical

Imaging $91,510
n   Ureteroscope Operating Room $1,400
n   Clips, Clamps and Ratchets Operating Room

$5,843
n   4 – Needle Drivers Operating Room $5,946
n   8 – Sagital Saws & 8 – Reciprocating Saws

Operating Room $100,640
n   2 – Harmonic Scalpel Hand Pieces Operating

Room $3,968
n   Forceps Operating Room $3,439
n   2 – Reclining Geri Chairs Complex Continuing

Care $1,510
n   4 – Ophthalmoscopes Outpatient Clinics/Surgical

Unit/ Integrated Stroke Unit/Medicine $4,500 
n   2 – TVs Mental Health $2,523
n   CT Scanner Medical Imaging (final payment

$219,157)
n   West Building Annex  
n   Nursing Awards for Exceptional Care $1,000
n   Staff Education (Elsie) and Hospital Wide $51,854

Purchase orders signed and on the way is another in-
vestment of $665,390 in equipment that has direct
and immediate impact on patients
n   Malditof and fleet   $331,000
n   5 Fetal Monitors for Mat/Child  $125,000
n   2 Specialized bladder scanners for the Medicine
Unit and Stroke Unit at $29,390

n   2 Lab Histology Tissue Processors for cancer
detection at $180,000

Please visit our website www.sghfoundation.org
for a complete list.



Intersection of generosity and transformational impact
… Investing in our Hospital and future

In healthcare you only need look back 20 years to see
what progress looks like. Now think ahead 20 years; changes
in healthcare are happening at an accelerated pace, driven by
technology, medical breakthroughs and the role people play
in their own health care. From the complexity of chronic
disease to rapid advances in healthcare diagnosis and
treatment, our hospital must continually improve in order to
provide optimal care for every patient. 

Virtual medicine, personalized healthcare and enhanced
connectivity will all be the norm.  At the foundation of all
that change is the continued need for investment today. 

To support these goals, Stratford General Hospital
Foundation is planning the In Our Hands campaign. Our
plans are focused on delivering care closer to home for our
patients and maximum impact for donor dollars. 

Keeping up with the pace of change and game-changing
new ideas are the challenges of our times. 

To meet those challenges head on we need an
investment in people, technology and innovation for a
sustainable and strong healthcare system for all in the
communities we serve. We need to focus on a “smart”
hospital – how technology can help us provide
transformational care and increased access from the
operating room to the bedside to mental health.

So we asked our donors, local business and industry
leaders to join us in looking ahead to see our needs and their
needs over the next five years and beyond.

This Environmental scan identified and highlighted the
generosity of the Stratford community which is substantially
above provincial and national levels.  An aging population
was also clearly identified – a detail that will be factored into
planning for the future. Physician recruitment was also high
on the list. 

We found:
• SGH is a point of pride for the community
• High quality and compassionate care close to home an
overarching priority

• SGH and SGHF are seen as having strong leadership
with SGHF identified as a trusted charity

• Support for the overall plans of SGH was indicated by
participants. Focus on the Performance pillar outlining
equipment needs was highest

• Majority of participants were unaware of the fact 100%
of equipment must be funded through donations. Our
video had impact and the message should be
constantly communicated.

Our next steps – Focus on meeting with donors to
hear more about what they may be interested in supporting;
further sharpening the case for support (based on feedback)
and starting to build a volunteer body that will help plan
and execute the campaign through its various phases over
the next three years.

As the most technically diverse site within the Huron
Perth Healthcare Alliance and the regional referral centre,
Stratford General Hospital is an integral part of our
healthcare system. Our plans will ensure that: 

• Patients have compassionate, timely, innovative care
close to home

• Our expert healthcare professionals have the tools they
need to provide the best care; it will advance our
mission providing care that is both “high tech and
high touch”

• We can continue to retain and recruit the best and
brightest healthcare providers who will want to work
in a modern, state-of-practice facility while growing
our local capacity for physicians

• We are keeping pace with best practice in a complex
and ever-changing field.

Stratford General Hospital (HPHA) and Foundation is
ready to partner with our communities to ensure that we are
here when you need us … here with well-trained, engaged
staff … here with the technology we will use that will make
a difference … here to make this as strong a community as
possible … here for you and your loved ones.

Your insights and advice are invaluable in this crucial
step in campaign planning. We look forward to continuing
to engage you during this exciting time and hope that you’ll
choose to join us as we invest in People, Partnerships and
Performance to not only sustain the care you and your
family deserves but to ensure a strong hospital and
healthcare system into the future. As donors you have
always been there for our hospital and we can never say
thank you enough.  

Our future … is In Our Hands. 

Page’s Page

THE  P ER F ECT  IMAGE
Stratford General celebrated the arrival of the first new
digital x-ray machine. This $400,000+ machine is funded
through our generous donors and replaces an old machine.
The first payment of 20% or $91,510 has been made to
new digital suite. The new technology emits less radiation,
has crisper images and takes only 3 seconds per view.
Automated positioning provides accuracy and ease to
technicians. A total of four more machines are needed to
replace machines that are over a decade old at the cost of
$400,000- $500,000 each. 



The Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance’s (HPHA)  Guiding Principles of People, engaging with passion;

Partnerships, collaborating with purpose; and Performance, exceeding expectations define the work

we do, the care we provide, and our contribution to a robust Huron Perth healthcare system.   

 

The HPHA is committed to safe quality patient care; an excellent patient, family and staff experience;

person centered care and productive partnerships. 

 

The quality improvement initiatives noted in this report highlight those that support HPHA’s dedication   

to safe, quality person centred care. These initiatives are also evidence of HPHA’s commitment to

continuous quality and safety improvement processes aligned with the principles of Quadruple Aim to

improve population health with positive patient outcomes; improve provider work life through a safe

and positive work environment; reduce costs with favourable performance across the health system;

and enhance the patient experience with positive patient and family and caregiver experiences.  These

initiatives also demonstrate Health Quality Ontario’s dimensions of Quality: safe, effective, patient-

centred, efficient, timely, and equitable.

Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance

2018 /2019
Quality Report



Alternate Level of Care  Long-Term
Care Pilot

THE INITIATIVE 

 

Alternate Level of Care (ALC) occurs when a patient occupying a hospital bed does not require
the resources and services provided in that level of care and instead requires another type of
hospital bed, long-term care, or home with adequate supports. On any given day, 30-35% of
Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance (HPHA) beds are occupied by ALC patients.

 Thirteen patients were admitted to LTC

beds during the pilot with ten of these

individuals receiving permanent

placements. The remaining three patients

remained in the LTC home until placement

occurred. A reduction of 452 ALC bed days

was realized, improving access to hospital

beds and ensuring care in the most

appropriate setting. Physicians documented

improved mobility and socialization of

participants of the pilot project.

The Stratford General Hospital site of HPHA

received one-time funding to open 10 surge

beds and alleviate capacity issues during the

2018/2019 influenza season.  To more

appropriately meet patients’ needs and

utilize healthcare resources, HPHA used this

funding for a pilot initiative to partner with

five area Long Term Care (LTC) homes and

purchased  "unfunded" beds for ALC

patients from late January to March 31,

2019.

 

OUTCOMES

Patient & Family Feedback

 

"120% satisfied.  Nothing to do to make

it better -  treated like royalty."

 

"Pilot projects are not always good

experiences but it was good for the  

 family.  Understands that if  I was in a

hospital bed that I'm blocking it from

those who really need it."

 

"It was a shock to see our mother's

medical condition deteriorate and this

has been a great resource for us."

HPHA 2018/2019 Quality Report - Page 2



Collaborative Quality Improvement
Plan & Accreditation Prototype
Survey 
HPHA has engaged with Health Quality
Ontario (HQO) and a number of multi-sector
organizations in the creation of a
Collaborative Quality Improvement Plan    
 (C-QIP) that is aligned to a provincial
indicator. 
 
HPHA has also engaged with Accreditation
Canada regarding the creation of a unique
sub-region Accreditation prototype survey
that includes these same multisector
organizations.  This is Ontario’s first
prototype survey and will facilitate
integration of common initiatives and
harmonized policies and protocols. 
 
The goal of both partnerships is to
collectively align quality improvement
processes and practices identified as
priorities by HQO and as Required
Organizational Practices (ROP) by
Accreditation Canada. Such alignment will
improve patient flow and care, positive
outcomes and satisfaction across the
healthcare sectors.
 
As part of the 2019-20 C-QIP, the
Accreditation Prototype Survey group will
review current workplace violence policies to
inform the development of one common
policy with a focused intent to achieve
system wide improvements as related to
incidents of workplace violence.

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS:

COLLABORATIVE QUALITY

IMPROVEMENT PLAN &

ACCREDITATION PROTOTYPE

SURVEY  

Alzheimer Society ~ Huron

County

Alzheimer Society ~ Perth County

Clinton Family Health Team

Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance

Knollcrest Lodge

Mitchell Nursing Home / Ritz

Lutheran Villa

North Perth Family Health Team
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Critical Care Indicators

In 2018/19 HPHA implemented a comprehensive Critical Care Indicators (CCI) program
to address patients’ needs regarding Antibiotic Resistant Organisms, Special Care
Plans and potential or actual violent behaviour.  “STOP” signage was developed to
direct people to clarify the situation before entering the patient’s room. 
 
One portion of the CCI program addresses the mandatory Quality Improvement Plan
indicator of Workplace Violence Prevention.  HPHA has moved from a system of paper-
based documentation and inconsistent response and communication to one of
consistent flagging in our electronic system and physical environment and
standardized protocols to identify patients with actual or potentially violent behaviour;
this will protect staff and assist their attempts to reduce and manage such behaviour.
 Design of the program involved considerable consultation with staff, leaders, and the
Quality and Ethics committees; feedback from patients; learning from the experience
of other organizations; and providing informal learning and eLearning. 
 
The Workplace Violence Prevention Flagging Program was formally implemented in
late March 2019.  The initial response from leaders and staff has been positive in that
the CCI system is effective in identifying patients at risk of violent behaviour, protecting
staff from such behaviour and assisting care providers in meeting patients’ needs.
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National Early Warning Score System
Analysis of HPHA’s Critical Care bed utilization revealed that up to two of six beds were often
occupied by a patient whose admission was a result of their unexpected deterioration on
another inpatient unit. Such deterioration was often due to a progression of underlying sepsis.
 

WHAT IS NEWS?

NEWS is a validated track and

trigger type tool which uses seven

common vital signs assessment

parameters to predict deterioration.  

 

A NEWS score of 5 and greater

predicts a higher likelihood of

deterioration and is more often

associated with Critical Care Unit

admissions and increased mortality.

 

 Scores

 Less than 5, notify Team Leader

and consider calling physician if

the score is new

5 – 7, consider calling physician

urgently

Greater than 7, call Physician

STAT

There is a significant impact to both the patient and
system when first signs of patient deterioration are
not identified.  At HPHA, patients experienced an
increased length of stay (LOS) of 7-16 days and staff
expressed professional distress at not having tools
available to them to proactively detect and act upon
subtle signs of patient deterioration.  
 
The HPHA Educators and Internal Medicine
Physicians collaborated to implement the National
Early Warning Scoring (NEWS) system on inpatient
units across the four hospital sites. NEWS is a tool to
assist nurses with the early detection of patient
deterioration and is proven to increase positive
patient outcomes, improve quality of patient care,
reduce sepsis-related LOS and decrease the
number of unexpected transfers to the Critical Care
Unit.  
 

Chart reviews indicated subtle signs of
deterioration were evident several hours prior to
the Critical Care admission, and were not
recognized or acted upon quickly enough  by
nurses.  For example, a documented call to the
physician occurred a significant time after the
progression of patient deterioration resulting in
missed opportunities to communicate a change in
patient status with the healthcare team, proactively
intervene in the patient’s deterioration and avoid
an admission to the Critical Care Unit.  Positive
outcomes include patients receiving care in the
most appropriate clinical area and staff  being
empowered by clinically proven methods to
support their patients.
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 New Technology for PICC Lines 

Historically Peripherally Inserted Central Catheters (PICC lines) were inserted in the
Stratford General Hospital’s Medical Imaging Department.  Several years ago, the need
for a dedicated PICC insertion service was identified and in March 2018, HPHA
introduced new technology and implemented a nurse-led PICC Program. 
 
Two nurses who are certified to provide the PICC procedure obtain patient consent
and insert all PICC lines with the exception of those individuals who do not meet
certain criteria and are then supported by Medical Imaging. Ultrasound technology
allows visualization of insertion of the needle into the vein. In most cases, the use of
the ECG Navigation system eliminates the need for a chest x-ray to validate placement
of the catheter.
 
This program has the potential to reduce patient length of stay, increase patient
satisfaction, optimize Radiology time, decrease complications caused by a potential
delay in treatment and reduce infection rates. The ability to perform bedside PICC
placement is beneficial particularly with medically unstable patients who otherwise
would require transfer to and nurse accompaniment off the unit to Medical Imaging.
 
Equally important, the move to new technology has advanced the skill set of the
Registered Nurses, thereby, creating an effective workforce, and improving skill
utilization and productivity.
 
In 2016/17, 230 PICC lines were inserted.  In the first nine months of revised program,
244 PICC lines were inserted through the nurse-led program.
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 P.A.T.H. Project 

HPHA launched the PATH (Providers Advancing Technology in Healthcare) project, a joint
initiative with Alexandra Marine and General Hospital, in late 2016 with the intent to
improve the state of information technology hardware and software for providers; develop
a detailed “Roadmap” for future provider information technology implementations; and
implement technology that advances physician workflow.  Much progress has been made
since the launch of the PATH initiative and most notably in 2018/19:

Initiated implementation of the electronic medical administration record (eMAR) and
allergy management in Diabetes Education, Stroke Prevention and Chemotherapy
outpatient clinics through current state analysis of documentation; design of standard
documentation; and revised eLearning.  This initiative will be extended to all outpatient
clinics that involve clinical staff in 2019/2020.
Initiated implementation of electronic physician documentation (Note Writer) that allows
physician notes to be immediately available in both Patient Keeper for physicians and
Meditech for all other HPHA providers.  This promotes safer patient care, enhanced
communication and timely completion of documentation.  Note Writer was fully
implemented in Clinton, St. Marys and Seaforth hospitals in 2018/19, and will be in all
departments by August 2019 with the exception of Radiology and Emergency
Departments which are scheduled later in the year.

 
The PATH project will culminate with Computerized Provider Order Entry.  Online ordering
that will result in:

increased medication safety and quality care,
standardized, evidence-based care
support for decision making by physicians
improved administration time for medications
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Reduced Wait Times: Hips & Knees
HPHA committed to improving performance for
total hip and total knee replacements
specifically focusing on Wait Time 2 - the time
from decision to treat a patient to the time that
the surgical procedure is performed.  In keeping
with HPHA’s Guiding Principle of Performance;
our strategic goals to manage resources
responsibly and to deliver exceptional quality
care; and our commitment of timely access to
care, resources were allocated to reduce Wait
Times by 25%.  
 
HPHA completed 100 additional joint
replacement cases by increasing by 50 cases in
each of 2017/18 and 2018/19.  The 573 total
joint replacements (369 knee and 204 hip) over
this two-year period resulted in a significant
reduction in Wait Times. 
 
In April 2016, these Wait Times averaged 183
days for a total hip replacement and 159 days
for a total knee replacement, both of which
were longer than provincial targets.  In February
2019, these Wait Times had been reduced to 67
days for hips and 76 days for knees,
improvements of 37.7% and 47.7% for hips and
knees respectively, exceeding our performance
improvement targets for both.
 
This improvement was achieved through
optimization of scheduling surgeries and
utilizing multiple operating rooms to minimize
downtime associated with room turnovers.  As a
result, access for patients was significantly
improved and patient experience enhanced.
 

REDUCED WAIT TIMES

FEB 2019

67  DAYS

TOTAL H IP REPLACEMENT

APR 2016

183 DAYS

TOTAL KNEE   REPLACEMENT

APR 2016

159 DAYS

FEB 2019

76 DAYS
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 Sterile Compounding 

Hospital Pharmacy departments are required to meet national standards when preparing
sterile compounded medications as not all such medications are available as a
commercially prepared product.  
 
Medications given by injection bypass many of our body’s natural abilities to defend
against contamination, thus it is critical that such medication be sterile and free from any
contaminants.   Pharmacy staff completed extensive on-line and practical training to
ensure proper preparation of sterile compounded medications. 
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 In addition, Pharmacy worked closely with
other departments to modify processes to
ensure compliance with these preparation
standards.  Of note, Environmental Services
staff participated in a two day training
program to ensure preparation rooms
were cleaned according to the standards
for sterile compounded medications.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance’s refreshed strategic plan, “Commitments To Our Communities”, focuses on two 
main areas; providing the highest quality of care and ensuring that high quality care will continue to be available 
tomorrow, next month and next year. Our commitment to high quality care today and tomorrow is guided by our 
Values; Compassion, Accountability, and Integrity, our Vision; Innovating for Exceptional Health and our Mission; 
Collaborating for Exceptional Care. We make these statements knowing that our actions will be driven by our Guiding 
Principles: 

People: engaging with passion | Partnerships: collaborating with purpose | Performance: exceeding expectations 

Focusing on people ensures that our patients and their loved ones will be engaged partners in their care “nothing for 
you without you”. Valued partnerships have the ability to transform our healthcare system in a manner that makes it 
truly person-focused. Strong performance is key to continued success, not only for HPHA but for our system as a whole. 

The Patient, Family, Caregiver and Staff Experience Framework supports the organization’s commitment by creating 
strategies and metrics to continuously improve the Experience and Engagement of our patients, families, caregivers and 
staff. 

The Patient Experience Annual Report provides an overview of the Patient, Family, Caregiver and Staff Experience, 
Engagement activities and achievements undertaken in 2018/2019. It also summarizes themes and trends emerging 
from our patient, family and caregiver experience feedback. The data used to identify themes and trends is derived 
from: The National Research Canada mail out surveys, electronic website surveys, paper surveys, patient stories, 
complaints, compliments, suggestions, patient and staff rounding. 

 

 

ALL voices matter 

TOGETHER we are BETTER 
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PATIENT, FAMILY AND STAFF EXPERIENCE FRAMEWORK - SCHEMATIC 
 

In the Fall of 2018 the Patient, Family, Caregiver & Staff Experience Framework underwent a schematic revision that was 
endorsed by the Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance Governance Committee and approved by the HPHA Board of Directors. 
The new schematic now encompasses the Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance Commitments’ to Our Communities; Vision, 
Mission & Values. 
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1. PATIENT & FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
 
PATIENT PARTNER PROGRAM CONTINUES TO GROW 
 
HPHA patient partner recruitment efforts continue with the goal to continually increase the number of patient partners 
across the Alliance. Our current Patient Partner group collaborated to improve this process in partnership with 
Volunteer Services and Corporate Communications. We are continuing to develop a robust marketing strategy through 
social media and community forums. 

PATIENT PARTNER INPUT & FEEDBACK  
 

• Medical Imaging collaborated with Patient Partners to develop signage 
regarding a change to their process for routine obstetrical ultrasounds. 

• Infection Control collaborated with Patient Partners to change their 
signage for inpatient Kitchenettes 

• Chemotherapy Unit collaborated with Patient Partners to communicate 
the change in providing lunches for patients and families 

• Patient Registration collaborated with Patient Partners to communicate 
the change of the Clinton Public Hospital Patient Registration Hours  

 
A NUMBE R OF  P OL ICIE S AND PR OCESSE S HAVE BE EN REV IEWED  AND E ND ORSED BY  OUR PAT IENT PARTNER S A S 
INDI CATED BY  T HE NEWLY ADOPTED  END OR SEMEN T LOG O 

 

• New Patient Partner Orientation handbook 
• Development of new patient partner endorsement logo 
• HPHA Corporate Communications Plan 
• Infection Control Patient Information Sheets 
• Infection Control Use of Portable Fans policy 
• Implementation of the Acute Care Violence Assessment Tool (VAT) 
• HPHA Engagement Philosophy Policy 
 
 

• Patient Education Booklet – Peripherally Inserted Central Catheter (PICC) 
• Social Media Implementation Team 
• President & CEO patient bedside letter – right care, right time, right location 
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PATIENT PARTNER YEAR-TO-DATE ACTIVITIES 
 

 Successfully recruited 4 new Patient Partners 

 Successfully appointed a Patient Partner as Co-Chair on the Patient 

Partnership Council 

 Promotion of the HPHA Patient Partner Program at community 

events 

 Patient Partners invited to sit on additional hospital committees: 

Ethics, Infection Control, Interprofessional Practice Council 

 Patient Partner involvement in organizational projects i.e., Canadian 

Foundation for Healthcare Improvement (CFHI) Bridge-to-Home; 

Patient Oriented Discharge Summary (PODS) project  

 Patient Partners trained to participate on Interview 

Teams 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

FIGURE 1: CONNECTING THE DOTS 

COMMUNITY EVENT - LAURIE BROWN 

FIGURE 3: STRATFORD HOME SHOW: 

NANCY SCHMIDT & JIM YOUNG 

FIGURE 2: CFHI-BRIDGE-TO-HOME-PATIENT 

ORIENTED DISCHARGE SUMMARY PROJECT 

WORKSHOP IN TORONTO - JIM YOUNG 

FIGURE 4: CFHI-BRIDGE-TO-HOME-PATIENT ORIENTED 

DISCHARGE SUMMARY PROJECT WORKSHOP IN TORONTO 
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LEADER ROUNDING ON PATIENTS 
 

The Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance strives to support our patients with managers rounding on them daily using 
standardized questions. Rounding on patients creates an intentional moment to better understand their experience with 
us and provide in the moment support regarding any concerns. It is an opportunity to clarify care processes and assess 
quality of care in action.  

Examples of questions that a manager will ask patients:  

 Did they have transfer of accountability at the 
bedside? 

 Do they know who their nurse is?  
 Has their bedside white board been updated?   
 Do they understand their plan of care?  

• Opportunities for improvement are shared with staff and 
represented on the unit huddle board. 

• Managers will follow up with staff if gaps in care are noticed 
to reinforce practice expectations and provide positive support for professional development as needed  

• A Director, Vice President and the President & CEO also round on patients on a monthly basis 
• Patients are encouraged to recognize any staff member who stands out for them  

 
EXAMP LES  OF ROUND ING  OUTCOME S 
 

Feedback SITE 
Registration Process for the Diabetes Clinic streamlined to enhance patient 
experience with clinic visits 

Stratford 

Stroke Patients that are NPO (nothing by 
mouth); staff noticed families were still 
bringing in juice and food because they were 
unaware of dietary restrictions. A HPHA 
Volunteer created picture to post on white 
board.  
 

Stratford Integrated Stroke 
Unit 

A patient did not speak English and found communication was difficult at times. 
The Seaforth staff printed flash cards in English and their language to correspond. 
The team also used google translator to communicate 

Seaforth 

Assistance for new moms: Volunteer program introduced; volunteers donate their 
time to spend holding babies so moms can rest 

Mat/Child 

Emergency Department (ED) treatment room supplies decluttered; Working group 
developed to organize supplies in the ED Treatment room 

St. Marys 
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2. STAFF ENGAGEMENT 
 
IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PATIENT, FAMILY, CAREGIVER AND STAFF EXPERIENCE 
 
PREGNA NCY A ND IN FANT  LOSS AWARE NE SS 
 
Staff in HPHA’s Maternal Child Program (Mat/Child) are helping to build awareness around the prevalence of pregnancy 
and infant loss and the need to support families who experience this loss.  

“Infant loss at any stage of a pregnancy is an extremely emotional and life changing event, even for the staff involved,” 
says Sherri Haase RN, Team Leader. “The nurses from Maternal Child would like to raise awareness of the prevalence of 
pregnancy and infant loss and educate others about the impact it has on these families. Due to this being a delicate and 
sensitive subject, it isn't often discussed openly. We want to let our community and colleagues know what we do as an 
organization to compassionately support and care for these bereaved families on a day-to-day basis.” 

LISTED  RE SOUR CES  TO SUPPORT PA RENT S AND  FA MILIE S:  
 

• Now I Lay Me Down To Sleep (NILMDTS) - A free volunteer based photography service that comes free of 
charge to photograph the infants if the parents’ consent. Photographs are touched up if necessary and 
mailed to the parents  

• Angel Gowns - Volunteers make infant aged gowns from donated wedding gowns for still birth infants; 
these are provided free of charge  

• Sweater sets/Blankets - Volunteers provide knitted or crocheted sweaters/hats/booties and blankets for 
the infants in different sizes to accommodate infants at different sizes of development.  

• Books – The Stratford General Hospital Foundation is funding an initiative to provide a children's book 
explaining death so siblings can understand at their level.  

• Resource books and pamphlets - The Pregnancy And Infant Loss (PAIL) Network (Sunnybrook Hospital) 
provides multiple resources for grieving parents to connect them with follow up and help post discharge. 
You can visit their website to learn more.  

• Footprints - Parents have the option to have a print of their infant's feet stylized with colourful paint in the 
shape of a butterfly.  

• Weighted Teddy Bears - The Stratford General Hospital Foundation is providing teddy bears to stuff with 
weighted material that will match the infant's weight. Parents may take the teddy home.  

• Social work follow up and referrals - Offered to all patients experiencing a loss  
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CHILD AND ADOLESCENT COPING KIT 
 
Christina Sebben RN, CPMHN ©, Manager Inpatient Mental Health Unit/Emergency Department / Fund I Programs and 
Samantha Green MSW, Huron Perth Helpline and Crisis Response Team were involved in supporting families in the 
Emergency Department (ED) following multiple traumas this past fall and developed Child and Adolescent Coping Kits. 
 

PURPOSE OF K ITS   
The aim of these kits is to have 5 tools for each age group that are 
purposefully meant to prompt different coping behaviours. Some of the 
tools meet specific coping behaviours and others fit into a number of the 
coping behaviour categories.  

• tools that help distract the child  
• tools that require focusing on an object  
• tools that encourage relaxation and deep breathing  
• tools that encourage communication and self-expression  
• tools that provide comfort  

 
MONTE SSOR I  & SLEEP KI TS  
The Seniors Mental Health and Addictions Response Team has created a Montessori Kit that can be used to support 
individuals with responsive behaviours. The tool and resources found in this kit provide non–pharmacological 
interventions that can be used by a multidisciplinary team to address the many complex needs of those living with 
dementia. Using the Montessori approach creates an environment where people living with dementia and/or 
responsive behaviours can achieve success and have the opportunity to live each day with meaning and purpose 

CONTENT OF MONTE SSORI  KIT S  
• baby doll and stuffed animal  
• puzzle  
• pencil crayons  
• lavender cream and spray  
• soft blanket  
• apron  
• playing cards  
• fidget cube and spinner  
• stress ball  
• ‘All About Me’ book  
• wood and sandpaper  
• fishing pole and laminated fish game  
• bubbles  
• magazines - Hunting/Fishing, Fashion, Autotrader  
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The sleep kit is designed to help people who are having trouble sleeping. There are several items in the kit that can assist 
individuals in falling asleep and tips to share should individuals have trouble staying asleep. Not all items will help 
everyone but there may be one or two items or tips that can assist in improving sleep.  

CONTENT OF SLEEP KIT S  
• book light  
• fuzzy socks  
• two eye masks  
• lavender spray and cream  
• Crossword  
• mandala/ colour books and pencil crayons  
• ear plugs  
• Book - Feel Great Day and Night  
• sleep hygiene tool kit / sleep kit fact sheets  
• sleepy-time tea  

  

SUPP ORTI NG VI CTIM S OF  SEXUA L ASSAU LT  
 
Hospital Emergency Departments (EDs) are often the first point of contact after a person experiences a sexual assault. In 
order to further support these patients while they are in our care, each of our Emergency Departments are now 
equipped with Sexual Assault Kits, which contain new underwear and clothes, community resource information, 
information about the Huron Perth Helpline & Crisis Response, the Sexual Abuse program and a note pad and pen so 
that a care provider can write out any instructions for the patient to take home.  
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PUTTING PATIENTS AND FAMILIES FIRST 
 
From mid-January to March 31, 2019, HPHA partnered with five local Long-Term Care Homes (LTC) and placed thirteen 
patients who were waiting for a long-term care bed into “non-funded” beds.  

Our ability to initiate these relationships stemmed from funds received to open “flex beds” in the November to March 
time period in anticipation of increased demand on our services and beds as a result of influenza. Given the success of 
this partnership through the eyes of those patients involved, we are continuing to support this approach to care into the 
new fiscal year and are going to look at innovative ways to broaden the program. 

 

MYCHART PATIENT PORTAL INTRODUCED AT HPHA - CONNECTING PATIENTS TO THEIR HEALTH 
INFORMATION 
 
HPHA is empowering patients to take further control of their care with the launch of MyChart, an industry leading digital 
health record patient portal platform developed by Sunnybrook.  

This will make Medication and Allergy lists, Lab Tests, Diagnostic Imaging Reports, Pathology and Microbiology Reports, 
Discharge Summaries, as well as communications between patients and providers, available to patients in real-time, in a 
secure and confidential mobile environment.  

This implementation is designed to help improve outcomes and remove barriers to care. The initiative allows patients to 
actively participate in their health journey through a seamless pathway using the MyChart platform.  

Hamilton Health Sciences is leading this initiative, the largest 
regional deployment of the MyChart technology in Ontario, 
reaching millions of patients from Hamilton, Niagara and across 
south west Ontario as far as Windsor.  

Additional Features :  
Individuals are able to enter their own health data (for example, 
weight, blood pressure, immunizations) and share your account 

with family and caregivers in case of an emergency. 1-8302 
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3. PATIENT AND FAMILY EXPERIENCE 
PATIENT RELATIONS ANNUAL REPORT 
Under the Excellent Care for All Act, every healthcare organization is mandated to have processes for receiving, 
reviewing and attempting to expeditiously resolve complaints from patients and their caregivers. HPHA has involved 
Patient Partners in designing, reviewing and maintaining these processes and has also developed processes to record, 
monitor and analyse data related to patient and caregiver complaints including resolution or non-resolution of the 
complaint. Under this legislation, the complainant is to be informed of the status of the review of the complaint within 
five days from the day the complaint is received by the organization and whenever the complainant reasonably requests 
further information.  HPHA routinely acknowledges receipt of the complaint within two days; the five day follow up is a 
reliably tracked metric in our electronic system. 

The following chart reveals the total number of complaints, complaint closure days, complaint categories and average 5-
day follow up electronically tracked for 2018/19.  

 

*Data reveals patients, families and caregivers’ top three complaints: 

1. 34% Communication – Eg; Communication style, communication between family and care team, explanation of 
care plan 

2. 23% Care/Treatment – Eg; Access to care, comfort during tests, emotional support 
3. 20% Attitude/Courtesy – Eg; Appropriateness of comments, courtesy and respect, helpfulness, kindness 

exhibited by staff 
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**Strategies for Communication Improvement:  1. Bi-monthly staff rounding theme to reinforce organizational 
priorities; 2. communication at departmental Huddles; 3. Communications working group has been organized to 
improve staff resiliency 
PATIENT AND FAMILY EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK  
 

The HPHA is committed to seeking feedback from patients, families and caregivers. The HPHA views observations, 
compliments, personal experiences, complaints and /or concerns from patients, families and visitors as valued sources 
of information regarding the perception of the Alliance and the quality of the services of care provided. The routes for 
feedback are: National Research Canada (NRC) surveys, HPHA electronic patient experience survey, paper surveys, 
website contact us form, email, letters, telephone calls and in person visits to the Patient Experience Office located at 
our Stratford General Hospital Site. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

** Noted: iPad bedside surveying took place on the Maternal/Child Unit which increased our electronic surveys. 
** Increase in NRC survey response rate with the introduction of Day Surgery Post Discharge Telephone Calls performed by NRC 
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QUOTES FROM OUR PATIENTS, FAMILIES & CAREGIVERS 
 

“I was a difficult patient suffering from dementia. My wife stayed at my bedside 
through the night, to keep me from pulling out IV and catheter. The nurses and staff 
were patient and amazingly helpful” 

“Overall, patient care was beyond exceptional. All of the staff (registration, ultrasound 
tech, nurses and surgeon) were so kind and happy to answer questions. They made 
sure I was comfortable and not just me but every single person around me! Honestly 
my experience was such a positive one” 

“It was a very positive stay. I suffered a major heart attack on entering the hospital 
emergency department. My care was 100% knowledgeable RNs, DRs, EMT etc. Very courteous and respectful” 

“I was in a coma for 3 weeks. My family was present most of the time. They have only high praise for doctors/nurses as 
do I. They “saved my life” I was in hospital 6 1/2 weeks and the staff were wonderful” 

 
EXAMPLES OF PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS BASED ON OUR PATIENT & FAMILY FEEDBACK 
 

Feedback Improvement 
Clinton Public Hospital - Patient loneliness/isolation Through the work of the Unit Action Council, Volunteers 

have now implemented BINGO on the Clinton Hospital 
Inpatient Unit. Volunteers come 1-2 times/ week at 2:00 
pm. 

Outpatient Mental Health - Wait time for services too 
long 

Developed urgent care clinic in outpatient mental health 
in response to wait-time pressures; this has significantly 
improved the wait times for psychiatrists – central 
intake is now reviewing all mental health programs and 
doctor referrals for outpatient services 

Lack of pain medication information for post-operative 
patients  

Patient hand-out regarding various pain medication 
information is in development by Pharmacy 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT PRIVACY CONCERNS ADDRESSED 
 
The Patient Experience and Information and Privacy Office received 
negative feedback from a number of patients and families 
expressing concern about vocally sharing personal information in 
the waiting room during the registration process at the Emergency 
Departments.  

Carrie Mills, Manager Patient Registration & Health Information and 
Lynn Gotts, Supervisor Patient Registration collaborated to develop 
an alternate registration method. Should patients not wish to share 
their information vocally, they are given a form to complete. The patient submits this form to the registration clerk to 
update their information in the Meditech Electronic Health Record (EHR) system. This option is available at all of our 
HPHA Emergency Departments as well as the Outpatient Clinics and Surgical Services in Stratford and is receiving very 
positive feedback!  
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4. STAFF EXPERIENCE 
LEADER STAFF ROUNDING  
 
The HPHA Rounding model supports the Patient, Family, Caregiver & Staff Experience Framework where the voice of the staff 
contributes to improving their work environment and the way we deliver heath care services. Ideas are encouraged at the daily 
huddles and Rounding provides another opportunity for staff and leaders to speak privately should staff prefer to express ideas 
without an audience. This dedicated time allows the leader to support staff to be successful in their work environment. As leaders 
gather staff feedback, improvement ideas are shared on a monthly basis 
using the Stoplight Reports. This report reveals improvements ideas that 
have been completed or are in progress and those that cannot be 
completed with the rationale why. 

DAILY HUDDLES – PROCESS IMPROVEMENT BOARDS  
 
Daily Huddles and Process Improvements boards make a difference by 
promoting teamwork (engage staff, physicians, volunteers, patients & 
families) to improve patient care and staff work life – encouraging 
everyone to have a voice to promote positive change through process 
improvements and consistent communication 

EXAMPLES OF STAFF ROUNDING IMPROVEMENT IDEAS 
 

Improvement HPHA SITE 
Lean Methodology applied to Emergency Room supply area with the goal to reducing 
waste 

St. Marys 

Use of weighted blankets for patients with anxiety, dementia, tremors to decrease the 
use of restraints with therapeutic means 

Seaforth 

The Accu-Chek Guide Blood Glucose Meter is the glucometer that is used with in the 
hospital for patients newly diagnosed with diabetes and requiring a meter for home 
discharge. To help staff become familiar with this meter, a five minute tutorial on 
using and teaching the Accu-Chek Guide is available on e-TRAIN.  
Nursing staff are welcome to attend the Diabetes Education section of Nursing 
Orientation 

Stratford 

The Clinton Public Hospital Unit Action Council and leader rounding with staff has 
resulted in an “Afternoon Tea” program for inpatients creating a person-centered care 
approach and a quality work environment. 

Clinton 

A creative approach to facilitate a safe and quality transition home for a Rehabilitation 
patient. A patient’s wife was spending long hours at the Seaforth Community Hospital 
(SCH) Rehabilitation Department learning how to care for her husband when it was 
discovered she was napping in her car; staff provided a sleep chair for her to rest 
throughout the day. This evolved to the wife staying overnight to experience care 
needs at night. This creative person-centered care plan resulted in a successful early 
discharge home. 

Seaforth  
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HURON PERTH HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE MOCK TRIAL 
 
On June 27, 2018 a “Mock Trial” education event was hosted at the Festival Inn. We worked with Osler, the law firm that 
supports the HPHA, to design the content and mock trial. Paula Trattner, Osler Partner, Hannah Kingdom, Senior 
Associate and Aislinn Reid, Junior Associate, were the lawyers who developed and delivered the wealth of valuable 
information that all professionals working in a health care environment need to know. 

Participant comments:  

“Learning what one could expect if one had to be a part of a trial was very valuable. The mock trial was excellent!”  

“The expertise of the presenters made the presentations very engaging and easy to listen to and follow.”  

“I was disappointed not to recognize more of the nursing staff. Maybe some I didn't know. I feel like there is some 
ignorance/denial about legal risks with the nursing career. I don't know how to make this real for them!”  

STAFF RECOGNITION 
 

Through Leadership rounding “in the moment” spontaneous recognition is demonstrated weekly by leaders, Vice 
Presidents and the President & CEO. This supports and fosters a quality work environment. Additional recognition is 
demonstrated with the Annual Patient Experience Champion nominees from peers during Patient Experience Week 
celebrations with formal recognition at the HPHA Board of Directors Meeting. The annual Donnalene Tuer-Hodes 
Nursing Recognition Award for Exceptional Nursing Care started May 2018. 

2019 NURSING  RE COGN IT ION AWARD  RE CIP IENT  & 2019 PAT IENT EXPER IENCE CHAMPI ON AWAR D 
RECI PIENT S 
 

 
   

LEFT TO RIGHT: LESLIE BROWN, MANAGER PATIENT FLOW & PROFESSIONAL 

PRACTICE, DONNALENE TUER-HODES, KATE STEELE, RN, MARY CARDINAL, 

VICE PRESIDENT PEOPLE AND CHIEF QUALITY EXECUTIVE 

LEFT TO RIGHT: JOHN WOLFE CHAIR, HPHA BOARD OF DIRECTORS, AWARD 

RECIPIENT SHERRI HAASE, KERRI HANNON, MANAGER MAT/CHILD UNIT, 

KAILYN PASMA, INTERIM MANAGER SEAFORTH INPATIENT AND EMERGENCY 

DEPARTMENTS ACCEPTING ON BEHALF OF THE INPATIENT / HOUSEKEEPING 

STAFF 
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ANNUAL PATIENT EXPERIENCE WEEK CELEBRATIONS  
 
The 6th Annual Patient Experience Week was celebrated (April 23-26). Patient Experience Fairs were held across all fours sites 
celebrating HPHA staff, physicians and volunteers for all they do. 

 

  

 

 

Staff sent peers, physicians and volunteers 
“candy-grams” recognizing co-workers for going above and beyond for our patients and families. Over “550” candy-grams were 
distributed across the organization! This station continues to be set up in the Patient Experience Office. HPHA staff, physicians and 
volunteers were also treated to an APPRECIATION breakfast to say THANK YOU for all that they do for PATIENT EXPERIENCE. 
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Site Chief, Stratford General Hospital 

 

Anne Campbell 
Chief Nursing Executive 

 

Andrew Williams 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

 
 

 

Local Advisory Committees 
 

 
Clinton Site 

Greg Stewart, Chair 
Marie Bergsma 

Bev Lithgow 
Ann MacLean 

 
St. Marys Site 

Elizabeth Hill, Chair 
Mark Dickey 
Marg Luna 

Stacey MacNeil 
Cathie Szmon 

 
 

 

Seaforth Site 
Dick Burgess, Chair 

Joyce Doig 
Wendy Hutton 

Margaret Marian Lee 
Karen Regier 

 

Stratford Site 
Rick Orr, Chair 
Sam Cherian 
Cheryl Elgie 

Tracy Forster Ivanyshyn 
Bob McTavish 
Mary McTavish 

Leanne Perreault 
Mary-Lynn Priestap 

Richard Seip 
Christina Zehr 
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Medical Leadership 
 
 

Dr. Laurel Moore 
Chief of Staff 

Dr. Ram Gobburu 
Chief, Paediatrics 

 

Dr. Malcolm Carlson 
Medical Program Director, Laboratory Medicine 

 

Dr. Ramandeep Chahal 
Medical Program Director, Mental Health 

 

Dr. Anne Martin/Dr. Amanda Brown 
Chief, Family Medicine 

 

Dr. Chuck Gatfield 
Site Chief, St. Marys Memorial Hospital 

 

Dr. Patricia Nascu/Dr. Cheryl Hillyer 
Medical Program Directors, Maternal/Child 

 

Dr. Lynda Harker 
Medical Program Director, Medical Imaging 

 

Dr. Shawn Edwards 
President, Medical Staff - Stratford Site 

 

Dr. Stacey Snider 
Physician Lead, Health & Wellness 

 

Dr. Peter Hodes 
Chief, Continuing Care/Rehab 

 

Dr. Kevin Lefebvre 
Site Chief, Stratford General Hospital 
Medical Program Director, Surgery 

 

Dr. Vanessa Kustec 
Chief, Hospitalist Program 
Stratford General Hospital 

Dr. Miriam Mann 
Medical Program Director, Emergency Medicine 

 

Dr. Kyle Armstrong/ 
Dr. Loretta Seevaratnam 
Site Chiefs, Clinton Public Hospital 

 

Dr. Heather Percival 
Site Chief, Seaforth Community Hospital 

 

Dr. Phil Schieldrop 
Chief, Stratford General Hospital Emergency Department 

 

Dr. Collan Simmons 
Chief, Anaesthesia 

 

Dr. Thomas Haffner/Dr. Shanil Narayan 
Medical Program Directors, Medicine 

 
 

Professional Staff Membership 
Abdullah Dr. Rukhsana Carter Dr. Kyle Edwards Dr. Shawn Harker Dr. Lynda 
Agaibi Dr. Samuel Cassidy Dr. Kelsey Eeuwes Dr. Clark Hart Dr. Lara 
Alshami Dr. Haider Chahal Dr. Ramandeep Eickmeier Dr. Dan Hasegawa Dr. Brian 
Anderson Dr. Scott Chan Dr. Benjamin Eljaoudi Dr. Abdurraouf Hawrylyshyn Dr. Christine 
Anstett Dr. Danielle Chang Dr. Boon El-Korazati Dr. Adila Hay Dr. John Keith 
Arbeau Dr. Ryan Chen Dr. Jean Ennett Dr. Joseph Heaton Dr. Graham 
Arfali Dr. Erfan Chhibber Dr. Siddharth Esan Dr. Fola Heisz Dr. Erin 
Armstrong Dr. Kyle Chopra Dr. Anurag Eshaghian Dr. Farhang Hepburn Dr. Jeffrey 
Arora Dr. Nisha Chueng Dr. Kristelle Espinet Natalie Hillyer Dr. Cheryl 
Baici Charlotte Chung Dr. Yuan Feroze Dr. Nicholas Ho Dr. Anthony 
Baig Dr. Mirza Clifford  Dr. John Firus Dr. Jessica Hodes Dr.  Peter 
Bains Dr. Richard Clin Madeleine Fitzpatrick Dr. Alanna Hook Dr. Ken 
Bandey Dr. Jason Cohen Dr. Matthew Flello Ashley House Dr. Andrew 
Barry Dr. Catherine Colgate Mhairi Flynn Dr. Candi Hugel Dr. Nicole 
Bartlett Dr. Paul Conlon Dr. Patrick Foerster Dr. Christopher Hughes Dr. Brian 
Ben Nachum Dr. Ilanit Cornell Dr. Nicholas Foster Dr. Tamara Hughes Dr. Julie 
Bertrand Dr. Camilee Costello Dr. Lorne Fuss Dr. Jeffrey Hussey Dr. Andrew 
Blaine Dr. Kirsten Cowing Dr. Barbara Gatfield Dr. Chuck Ilnitsky Dr. Sara 
Blaine Dr. Sean Cundall Dr. Alicia Gavsie Dr. Adam Irvine Dr. Curtis 
Blaise  Sabrina Curtis Dr. Michael Gill Dr. Paul Johnson Dr. Taylor 
Bloch Dr. Christine Danby Dr. Michelle Gilmour Dr. Kim Johnson Kari 
Boizot-Roche Melissa Datema Dr. Jason Glass Dr. Erin Johnston Dr. Bill 
Bokhout Dr. Maarten Davidson Dr. Chloe Gobburu Dr. Ram Kalos Dr. Tibor 
Bradshaw Rebekah Davis Dr. Robert Goela Dr. Aashish Kara Dr. Ali 
Branson Dr. Richard Deck Dr. Gregory Gonser Dr. Randy Karaul Dr. Ameet 
Brierley Dr. Philip DeGouveia Dr. Paulo Gorodzinsky Dr. Fabian Kassam Dr. Zahra 
Brooks Dr. Peter Dempster Dr. Kara Gott Dr. William Kavoosi Dr. Kaveh 
Brown Dr. Amanda Dhillon Dr. Yadwinder Goudy Catherine Keelan Caitlin 
Bukala Dr. Bernard DiCecco Krista Graham Jasmine Kelly Dr. Emily 
Burns Dr. Brenda DiLabio Dr. Tony Green Dr. Jason Kenyon Dr. Greg 
Caines Dr. Angela Diotallevi Dr. Mark Guy Dr. James Khorochkov Dr. Eugenia 
Carlos Dr. Charnelle Donaldson Dr. Sarah Haffner Dr. Thomas Kim Dr. Harold 
Carlson Dr. Malcolm Drake Dr. David Haider Dr. Ehsan Kipp Catherine 
Carrier Dr.  Noelle Drake Dr. Thomas Hancock Dr. Gregg Klassen Dr. Miriam 
Carstensen Dr. H. Michael Duggal Dr. Vikkas   Kluz Dr. Agnieszka 
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Professional Staff Membership 
Kluz Dr. Andrzej  Mercer Dr. Joel Prout Dr. Andrew Stein Dr. Robert 
Knowles Dr. Sarah Minnis Dr. Shantel Purushotham Dr. Hemavathy Stewart Dr. Gregory 
Kobayashi Evelyn Mitchell Dr. Nadine Radigan Dr. Jordan Sulikowski Dr. Angelina 
Komorowski Dr. Laurie Mnyusiwalla Dr. Anisa Ramic Dr. Nina Sumar Dr. Irram 
Kornecki Dr. Anat Momin Dr. Rizwanali Reaume Dr. Samantha Sun Dr. Dongmei 
Kurtz Dr. Veronika Montiveros Dr. Carolina Rewari Dr. Abhitej Takhar Dr. Sharandeep 
Kustec Dr. Vanessa Moore Dr. Laurel Ricketts Dr. Michelle Tamblyn Dr. David 
Lam Dr. Janice Mota Dr. Jorge Rittenhouse Dr. Neil Tamblyn Dr. Susan 
Langford Dr. Grace Mott Dr. Dan Rochon Dr. Matthew Tanaka Dr. Peter 
Lappano Dr. Sergio Murphy Dr. David Rooyakkers Dr. Dan Taves Dr. Donald 
Lawrence Julie Ann Muscedere Dr. Giulio Ross Dr. Brad Thomas Dr. Eric 
Lee Dr. Ashley Mwamwenda Dr. Essie Roth Emily Thompson Dr. Doug 
Lee Dr. Donald Myslik Dr. Frank Rouse Dr. Tyler Thornton Dr. Tanya 
Lefebvre Dr. Kevin Nafziger Jill Rowe-Mahon Dr. P. Elaine Tinits Dr. Peter 
Levencrown Amanda Narayan Dr. Shanil Ryan Adrienne Tomlinson Dr. Bruce 
Li  Dr. Yu Narewal Dr. Mondeep Salehi Dr. Fateme Tomlinson Dr. Donna 
Lobo Dr. Charlotte Nascu Dr. Patricia Salsbury Dr. Peter Trevail Dr. Michael 
Luopa Dr. Kristy Ng  Dr. Eldon Sawka Dr. Barry Tsafnat Dr. Tamar 
Lussier Dr. Paul Nguyen Dr. Hankie Schiedel Dr. Jon Turner Dr. Dawn 
Lynes Beth Nichols Dr. Bruce Schieldrop Dr. Phil Ubaidat Dr. Manaf 
MacIsaac Dr. Michael Nicholson Dr. Janis Schmitz Dr. Carmen Ucar Dr. Colin 
Maciver Dr. Angus Nickels Alexandria Scott Dr. Bethany Uniac Dr. Trish 
MacKenzie Dr. Anna Nolan Dr. Meagan Sebastian Dr. Shruti Urbain Dr. Jean-Luc Claude 

MacLean Dr. Colin Nuhn Dr. Amelia Seevaratnam Dr. Loretta Van Boekel Dr. Trish 
MacNaughton Dr. Janis O'Brien Dr. Christopher Shepherd Dr. Carolin Van Oosten Dr. Erik 
Mand Dr. Ravi Ohorodnyk Dr. Pavlo Shmuilovich Dr. Olga VanDaalen Dr. Erica 
Manickavasagam Dr. Uma Shankar O'Neill Dr. Craig Shokri Dr. Sharareh Vanderboor Siobhan 
Mann Dr. Miriam Ooi Dr. Daniel Simmons Dr. Collan Vien Dr. Victor 
Marshall Dr. Shaun Osmun Dr. Ted Sischek Dr. Stephanie Virani Dr. Steve 
Martin Dr. Anne Pang Dr. Renee Sjaarda Amy Vora Dr. Parag 
Maruscak Dr. Adam Parratt Dr. David Smallwood Dr. Jennifer Waanders Agnes 
Mather Dr. James Peel Dr. Alexandrea Smith Dr. Alistair Walker Dr. J. Roberts 
Mayer Dr. Anna Peel Ellen Smith Dr. Marianne Walker Dr. J. Tristan 
McAuley Dr. Jeff Peirce Dr. Michael Smith Dr. Pamela Wilson Dr. Tania 
McCune Dr. Marcie Pellizzari Dr. Michael Smith Dr. Sharyn Wilson Justine 
McGuffin Dr. Dominique Percival Dr. Heather Snider Dr. Stacey Wood Dr. Jacqueline 
McIntosh Zoe Peters Dr. Leanne Soulliere Cynthia Xiao Dr. Chaowen 
McKay Dr. Erin Pittman Dr. Tina Spacek Dr. Kim Zhang Dr. Euan 
McKelvey Lia Poss Dr. Christopher Spacek Dr. Stan Zhu Dr. Justin 
McWilliam Dr. Morgan Potoczny Dr. Stefan Sparrow Dr. Keith Zimmerman Dr. Melanie 
Mehrain Dr. Shirin Pototschnik Dr. Ralph Spiers Dr. John   
Mercado Dr. Ashley Powell Dr. Mark Steele Dr. Liora   
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